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ABSTRACT
Once the software is delivered there is still requirement of software change because of
customer requirement or the involvement of the new functionality like new version etc. As
some changes are performed in ready software it is also the required to test the software
again. But it is not feasible in terms of time and cost to perform the whole testing cycle
again. The process to perform the selective testing is called Regression Testing. In a
traditional regression testing approach we need to test all the codes where the new
code or component is interlinked. In regression testing two main questions arises, one to
select the code or components that are required to be tested and other is the sequence in
which these test cases will be performed. The proposed approach is providing the
solution of test cases sequencing as well as reduction by using an intelligent dynamic
approach. The proposed system will assign the priorities to the different kind of test cases
and on the basis of this prioritization a set test sequence will be generated. Some
intelligent operations will be performed to generate an optimized test sequence.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Testing is an important task of software development life cycle that begins as the
software development begins and continues even after the software delivery. Software
Testing is defined as a task of verification and validation to each process of software
development.

It is useful to detect the defects, analyzing the software complexity,

estimating the software cost and time. Each task of software development is related to the
software testing. It is the process that never ends even after the development finish.
Regression Testing is one of the important aspects of software development. Once the
software is developed still there is requirement of some changes in the software
itself. These changes can be because of following reasons.
(i)

The customer gets some new requirement in his software

(ii)

Making the software compatible to new hardware or the environment.

(iii)

To include the new utility to the existing software

(iv)

Version Updation

For software that has undergone many releases, one of the nagging questions has been the
validation of the specifications of prior releases against the current release. This is
typically done via the execution of “regression” test cases (those used to validate prior
releases) against the current release. In most real- world environment, there is no
automated traceability established among test cases (that is no one knows why the test
case was added or if it is still valid).In addition, the relationship between code
requi rem ents and t heir implementation is not tracked between releases. Hence
regression testing not only checks that earlier specifications are still valid, but also catches
backward compatibility problems. While there is clear need to keep adding to
regression
against

test

the

suite,

current

based
release,

on

concern

about

the cumulative

the

specifications

the inadequate information captured makes it impossible

to prune the regression suite as the product evolves. This is another area where automated
test case design can help, since the test cases will be naturally linked to the specification
and the traceability will be built in [1].
Regression Testing Techniques
There are number of available regression testing techniques. Here we are representing all
these techniques in basic 4 categories defined in figure 1.
(i) Retest All: - As the name suggest in this testing technique we perform whole
testing cycle

again after the inclusion of new code and

component and related test
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cases into it. Again the test cases will be generate, sequence reset etc. This type of
technique is not feasible in most of time as it requires much time and cost. But in
smaller software where a small change in code impact on whole software such kind of
regression testing is used.
(ii) Regression Test Selection: This approach is modification over the existing retest all
approach. In

this approach instead of testing all cases a selection on the test cases is

performed. To perform this selection a test cases categorization is performed. According to
this rest table cases are separated from whole test cases such as the requirement based
testing is generally need not to perform again. The code based test cases and the system
based test cases are selected to perform the testing process. In this technique instead of
rerunning the whole test suite we select a part of test suite to rerun if the cost of selecting a
part of test suite is less than the cost of running the tests that RTS allows us to omit. RTS
divides the existing test suite into (1) Reusable test cases; (2) Re-testable test cases; (3)
Obsolete test cases. In addition to this classification RTS may create new test cases that
test the program for areas which are not covered by the existing test cases. RTS techniques
are broadly classified into three categories [1].
Regression Testing
All Test Testing
Selection Based Testing
Test Case Prioritization

Figure 1: Types of Regression Testing
(iii) Test Case Prioritization: - All the test cases used in a testing approach or the sequence
are not alike. It means each kind of test cases have there on values called the basic
prioritization of the test cases.

Generally the prioritization process is defined on the

bases of state space diagram of the cases. The test cases that exist on initial stage of the
test cases or the development process have the lower priority and the test cases that
affect the

whole system or tested repeatedly over the whole process having the

higher priority. Besides this the prioritization process is further divided in number of sub
techniques to assign the priorities
a) The easiest type of assigning priorities is the random prioritization but in most of
the cases it does perform the complete justification with the test cases selection.
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Because of this such type of technique is never recommended to generate the test cases.
(b) Optimal ordering: in which the test cases are prioritized to optimize rate of fault
detection. As faults are determined by respective test cases and we have programs with
known faults, so test cases can be prioritized optimally. It is one of the dynamic
prioritization approach in which decision is affected because of types of occurred faults and
there frequency.
(c) Total statement coverage prioritization: in which test cases are prioritized in terms of
total number of statements by sorting them in order of coverage achieved. If test cases are
having same number of statements they can be ordered pseudo randomly.
(d)Additional

statement coverage prioritization:

which is similar to total coverage

prioritization, but depends upon feedback about coverage attained to focus on statements
not yet covered. This technique greedily selects a test case that has the greatest statement
coverage and then iterates until all statements are covered by at least one test case. The
moment all statements are covered the remaining test

cases

undergo

Additional

statement coverage prioritization by resetting all statements to “not covered”.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
The process of testing and automation of software testing process helps in achieving it with
reduced cost and time. The advantage of generation of test cases from specifications and
design is that they can be available during early phase of the software development life cycle
and there is no need to wait for development of codes to test the software. Now research
applies Constraint-based Genetic Algorithm technique to generate optimized test cases from
UML Activity diagram and Collaboration diagram which uncovers more number of errors, by
using combinatorial optimization technique such as genetic algorithm with transition
coverage, a test adequacy criterion as a constraint. An error minimization technique in this
approach works as a basic principle for optimized test case generation. The proposed
approach is discussed by considering ATM cash withdrawal as a case study [4].
The focus is on regression testing as a Composite Service testing. In this paper they have
introduced a symbol method to find bug in Composite Web Service. The symbol method
insert into the test script can help tester to located fault in Composite Web Service. And
further to guide the test generation a method for test script of Composite Web Service. The
test script is composed of test data and test behavior, and they have made test data and test
behavior independent of each other so that it can be easy to reuse of the test case [5].
In their proposed work Emelie relates the problem to develop and evaluate strategies for
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improving system test selection in a SPL with problem of regression testing for evolving
software. The goal of regression testing is to verify that previously working software still
works after a change. The test scope for regression testing is often set by selecting test cases
from an existing test pool, based on knowledge about changes between the systems under test
and previously tested versions of the system and it could be used for comparison between old
and new versions. And starting point has been regression test selection since this activity is
researched and practiced to a greater extent. Based on existing knowledge on regression test
selection he expects to find and evaluate strategies for system test selection in a product line
context [6].
By keeping in mind cost of testing, developers build test suites by finding acceptable
tradeoffs between cost and thoroughness of the tests. They propose a novel approach called
Behavioral Regression Testing (BERT). In this approach they use two versions of a program;
BERT identifies behavioral differences between the two versions through dynamical analysis,
in three steps.
(i)It generates a large number of test inputs that focus on the changed parts of the code.
(ii)Runs the generated test inputs on the old and new versions of the code and identifies
differences in the tests behavior.
(iii)Analyze the identified differences and presents them to the developers.
To evaluate BERT, they implemented it as a plug-in for Eclipse, a popular Integrated
Development Environment, and used the plug-in to perform a preliminary study on two
programs [7].
Several series of experiments are conducted to assess the effects of time constraints on the
costs and benefits of prioritization techniques. Results of different experiments are:
•

Manipulates time constraint levels and shows that time constraints do play a
significant role in determining both the cost-effectiveness of prioritization and the
relative cost-benefit trade-offs among techniques.

•

Replicates the first experiment, controlling for several threats to validity including
numbers of faults present, and shows that the results generalize to this wider context.

•

Manipulates the number of faults present in programs to examine the effects of
faultiness levels on prioritization and shows that faultiness level affects the relative
cost-effectiveness of prioritization techniques.

If they are considered together the results have suggestions about when and when not to
prioritize, techniques to be employed and how differences in testing processes may relate to
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prioritization cost-effectiveness [8].
The author discuss about performance regression testing in a system under load. Such
regressions refer to situations where software performance degrades compared to previous
releases. Now a day’s performance analysts manually analyze performance regression testing
data to uncover performance regressions and it is both time-consuming and error-prone due
to the large volume of metrics collected. But in this paper, an automated approach to detect
potential performance regressions in a performance regression test. This approach compares
new test results against correlations pre-computed performance metrics extracted from
performance regression testing repositories. And shows that how approach scale are well to
large industrial systems and detect performance problems that are often overlooked by
performance analysts [9].

3. PROPOSED WORK
In this proposed work we are defining a new approach to assign the priorities to the test
cases dynamically while performing the regression testing. The proposed approach is the
try to reduce the test cases and assigning a new prioritization sequence. A genetic based
approach to find the sequence of test suite.
If we are performing testing with constant test cases, executions are done regardless of the
type of error than it may not uncovers an as-yet undiscovered errors. In such a case our
testing objectives will fail because a good test always intent to find errors. And it is unusual
for any organization to expend between 30-40 percent of the total project. The cost and time
spend on executing test cases for regression testing can be minimized if we analyse- what
test cases are relevant and what are not. Because of there is the requirement of some
dynamic approach that can reduce the test cases while performing the regression testing. It
also required requires a dynamic approach to assign the prioritization to the test cases and a
new sequence will be generated. The proposed approach will not only perform the inclusion
of new test cases and the elimination of useless test cases. This whole process will be done
dynamically. It will also assign and change the priorities of test cases dynamically
depending on use cases. The proposed system will reduce the time of regression testing
along with it will provide simple testing flow as the test cases will be minimized.
A) Research Design
While performing the Regression Testing we have to remember the following steps
(a) We need to define a database to maintain all the test cases respective to the project. The
data will contain different kind of test respective to the criticality level. It will also define
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the position of the test cases in the data flow over the object. It also define either it is a
function test or non function test.
(b) Once all the test cases are defined the next work is

to assign the priorities to these

test cases. The prioritization should be assigned according to the criticality of the test as
well as the code on which the test is occurred. It also defines how frequent the test is.
After considering a initial test cases sequence is generated.
(c) We need to define the event that can affect the available code or the related test cases.
With each event we define the a f f e c t e d t e s t c a s e s . The t e s t cases

affection i s

represented as use case. It also defines as the event the particular test cases will be required
to perform or not. If it is required it will check wither it will be used in same or some
modification is required.
(d)Once the use case is assigned to the available test cases the next work is to assign a
new sequence of test case implementation. This work will be performed dynamically by
keeping the existing test cases in mind as well as by observing the criticality level as well
the use cases of the particular test case.
(i) Initialization
While algorithms are generally stated with an initial population that is generated
randomly, some research has been conducted into using special techniques to produce a
higher quality initial population. Such an approach is designed to give a good start and
speed up the evolutionary process.
(ii)Uniform Crossover
The procedure of uniform crossover: each gene of the first parent has a 0.5 probability of
swapping with the corresponding gene of the second parent.
Example:

For each position, we randomly generate a number between 0 and 1, for

example, 0.2, 0.7, 0.9, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.1. If the number generated for a given position is
less than 0.5, then child1 gets the gene from parent1, and child2 gets the gene from
parent2. Otherwise, vice versa.
Parent1: 7 *3 *7 6 *1 3
Parent2: 1 *7 *4 5 *2 2
Then we get:
Child 1 : 7 7* 4* 6 2* 3
Child 2 : 1 3* 7* 5 1* 2
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(iii) Mutation
Mutation

has

the

effect

of

ensuring

that

all possible chromosomes are

reachable. With crossover and even inversion, the search is constrained to alleles which
exist in the initial population. The mutation operator can overcome this by simply
randomly selecting any bit position in a string and changing it. This is useful since
crossover and inversion may not be able to produce new alleles if they do not appear in
the initial generation

4. CONCLUSION
The proposed work will define a new approach to assign the priorities to the test cases
dynamically while performing the regression testing. It also tries to reduce the test cases and
assigning a new prioritization sequence using genetic approach
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